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Names Governance Committee Nom; nees

Senate Cl'oses First Session
The ASUNM Senate last
night, in the final meeting of
this session, approved four
students to be considered by
the Regents for the
all-university governance
committee,
In othe·r action, Senate
allocated $245 to send two
delegates to an undergraduate
natural resources conference
this month, and passed a bill
specifying an unused portion of
an allocation to the
cheerleaders revert back to the
reserve fund.
The four students nominated
to the governance committee
are Ed Benavidez, Ann Penney,
Barbara Brown, and Cheryl
Graham.
Their names will be
submitted to the Regents at
their next meeting. The
Regents will select two
students.
The committee, established
earlier this year by the
Regents, will study the
feasibility of an all campus
governance system.
. rn _requesting the funds to
send two delegates- from- the
economics department to the
natural resources conference,
economics student Peter
Call11han said "the conference
will help the department here,
and the delegates that are being
sent will present a potentially
scholarly and controversial
paper on natural resources."
In a resolution passed in
conjunction with the money
bill, Senate requested

Representative Manual Lujan, a
member of the House
Reclamation Committee to
"assist the delegation in any
way possible,"
The issue of funding of the
cheerleaders came up again in
Sel'iate.
The remainder ($150) of a
fund allocated last spring to
finance a cheerleader's trip to a
clinic this summer was directed
to revert back to the reserve.
fund.
The bill was passed to clarify
what was to be done with the
remainoer of the original $500
allocation,
Head cheerleader Steve Bass

Continued from page 1
to study habits and linguistic
deficiencies,"
The questionnaire responses
showed "academic advisement,
vocational planning, and
personal-social counseling head
the list of inadequacies, with
reading and study skills,
tutoring and academic
information services coming as
the second group ·in this
order."
Recommendations
The study concluded with
specific recommendations
"which hold promise for the
short
run
Recommenaations call for
"significant official contact with
students." Included in these
recommendations are an

WHERE: J ournallsm Building. Room
159, afternoons preferably or mail.

Classified Adverllsl11g
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment muat be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement.

1)

PERSONALS

STOP In and discover a friendly service
station with professionalism. New car
warranty service by master mainterHmce
procedures. Triple Gold Bond S!mnps
commencing Dec. 16. Chuck Paul (UNM)
nss't. manager. Ray's ENCO, Lomas IUid
Wal!binlrton. 268-8403. 12/17
DEADLINE !or inserting ciBBBified 3 :ao
p.m.-will go In next day's Lobo.
Sand IUid Sun in OLD TOWN Is your
headquarters for groovy Leather Pants,
Fringe Jackets, Fringe Vests, and
Fringe HIUidbngs, 243-7909,
NEED A RIDE HOME for the Christmas
holidaYs 1 Find one wltb the Lobo Classi·
fled Ads,

BLACK PERSIAN LAMB short coat. In
good condition. Inquire at 242-1557.
LOTUS CORTINA, DOHC 4, dual webeii,
:rebuJJt engine and transmission, radio,
heater. Best oller, 344-7812.
NEED EXTRA CHRISTMAS MONEY?
Sell it In the Lobo Classified Ads.
ONE PUREBRED WHIPPET female
puppy with papers and shots. $45.00.
Call 265..(1548.
TWO SPAULDING Pancho Gonzales tennis rackets: one strung with tournament
gut--$16.00; O!le strung with heavy duty
nylon-$7.00; also o!le small wooden art
eal!<>-$1.50. Call after 9 p.m. daily or
all day weekends 265·6548.

SENIOR--Be sure to have :vour class pic·
t•Jre tAken for the Mirage. No chargethree poses, three prints. Pictures taken
nt UNM Photo Service. Call 277-5743 to
schedule.
AT TEN T I 0 N Elmer Fudd and Terri
Funk: your leader is well and alive In
Denver. 12/12

NAVY BLUE TUXEDO, double breasted,
size 42, excellent condition, Phone 2422984. 12/12

THUNDERBIRD . CONTRIRUTORS: You
may pick up all written material at the
T-hird office, rm. 158 Journalism build·
ing !rom now until D..,, 18th.
THUNDERBIRD ART CONTRIBUTORS:
You may pick up all nrl work at rm.
205·B Journalism building !rom now
untU Dec. 18th. Rm. 205"-B is open 9
n.m. -4 p.m.

CHRIST111AS PUPPIES-8 wks., healthy.
Female. Mixed breed. Will deliver Christnus day or earlier. $2.00. P.O. Box 351,
Grants, New Mexico, 87020. 12/15

DO YOU bite your nails 1 Would you like
to stop ? A limited .number of people are
being accepted in an experiment to stop
nail biting. Under the allSpices of UNM
Psychology Dept. Call Mr. Stephen, 2773103 tor appointment. 12/12
·
l•'£MALE ROOMATE wanted to share
apartment, $70 mo. Phone 243-1602.
12/15
TODAY'S BOUTIQUE with yesterday's
ca.re for guys and gaJg, Chameleon. 1820
Central SE. 12/16

2)

LOST & FOUND

I.OST: Silver charm . bracelet. I£ found
please call 844-3183. Reward offered.
12/11
LOST: Gold Elgin_ watch. Reward. lf
found call 845·1096. 12/12

3)

SERVICES

BE SURE to cheek the Lost & Found
•ervice in the lobby of the SUB for
:vour lost itellll!.
NEED A HOLIDAY GOWN? Bring your
own pattern• and material. 48-72 hour
eervice. Call M5-3621 betWeen 1 & 6
p.m. 12/12
COLLEGE INN Barbershop: Styling, regular cuts, razor cuts_ lO'Jig hair weleon::.e.
243-0003. 12/16
MONEY': Interested In making & saving?
Contact Jo AIUl Sanchez 277-5354. 12/15

5)

FORSALE

CUDDLY SIAMESE KITTENS, 268·8911
after 5:30 weekdays or on weekends.
12/11
'

RE:NT-A-TV

$1.00 a day
Free Pick Up And Service
No Deposit
Lower Mohthlv Rate

Buck's TV Rentals
. 2~B...j5S9
Color Available

The Senate also passed
resolutions urging the Athletic
Council to rescind its recently
adopted policy of requiring 48
hour approval of any
demonstration planned at an
a t h Ie t ic
e ve n t , a nd
recommeneklg the university
"liberalize its policies in regard
to deferred tuition payments,"

Dropouts Usually Bland' Students

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7e per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run. I£ ad is to
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 6c
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10,

said last night "he was under·
the impression that the money
W!IS to be spent on nothing
but the clinic but that they
need not have given back the
money until the end of the term."
The $180 has already been
spent by the cheerleaders.

30" HOTPOINT Electric Rang<>-large
oven, side rotisserie and broiler, deep well
cooker, large storage drawer. 344-0485
after 5:00 p.m. 12/12

1965 TRIUMPH HAROLD 1200 convertible, $800. Call Donna 242-5839, 5·9
p.m. 12/16
·

6)

EMPLOYMENT

FEMALE VOCALIST WANTED. Soul,
Steady job, good salary. Call 898•0742.
INTERESTED lrt saving IUid . making
money? Call Gary Gillcspl,....243·0995,
1/14
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Union Board Votes
To

I

··Shoe Repairs

Call 277-5743 to schedule

'Shoes by Cabrera' is in operation in the Union, main floor.
Custom-made shoes or repairs can be picked up and delivered
. at the ·shop.

Pictures ore free to all
Seniors

I-I ire Policeman

The Union Board voted
unanimously yesterday to
initiate a program of active
prosecution of shoplifters,
which will include stationing a
uniformed policeman in the
Union.
Union Pirector Kirby Krbec
told the board that he was not
pursuing an active policy of
prosecution "at this time
because I haven't been getting
anywhere .. ·;· but somewhere
along the line we (the Union
Board) are going to have to
start getting tough with these
thieves.''
Mark Money, Union Board
chairman, said the theft of
food from the Union snack bar
has "driven the moral of the
employees to the lowest point
I have ever seen it. We are
going to have to draw the line
and draw it hard."
Money added that a policy
of prosecution "is as simp Ie as
sending a student to Student
Standards and charging a

non-student with shoplifting
and taking him downtown (to
the city jail) and having him
booked. Then if we find that
sending a student to Student
Standards doesn't work we will
also
have them sent
downt-0".•.'n.,,

Krbec added, "The Union
doesn't really want to get into
this (stationing a policeman in
the Union) but the problem is
just getting too serious. We are
losing $25-35 a day in the
snack bar alone, and unless we
get to ugh there is nothing
much we can do about it.
''Most of the stealing is
being done by the same people
who are talking about the poor
employees, and who at the
same time are doing the most
to erode their morale by
villifying them and telling them
they don't have to pay for the
food if they don't want to , ..
The only alternative we have if
we don't act is to raise the
prices."

Students Must Know Wider lmplicationsi
1

New Grode System Has Drawbacks

Tonight. 7 & I 0 p.m.
The ASUNM Film Committee
presents

COMEDY NIGHT!
See the Little Rascals in
"Shiver My Timbers" &
"Teacher's Pet''

"The Barber Shop" &
"The Fatal Glass of Beer'1
"Knights of the Bath"
starring Abbot and Costello

Pizza Slices 15¢
Ce!ltraJ At UniverJity

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

One of the most important
facets of setting up the
recently adopted "credit-grade
option" system is to get
students "to understand the
wider imp I i cations" of the
system, said Bob Weaver,
associate registrar.
The system, approved by the
general faculty last month,
enables a student to take a
maximum of 24 hours
throughout his college career
on a credit-no credit basis
instead of for a letter grade.
All the hours must be outside
his major field,
The course is recorded on
the student's transcript, with a
credit (CR) notation, or if he
receives no credit (NCR) the
grade space on the transcript is
left blank.
If the student gets NCR
there "will be no penalties as
far_ as his grade index goes,"
said J.C. MacGregor, registrar.
"Of course there is a real
problem in finding a way to
indicate the student has not
received credit in the course
without being prejudicial to
him," he said.

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
A

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS; Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

.

2. lost & round
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4, For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ~--TIMES STARTING---

dAN USE 2 )tndergril<luates 3 <!Venlngs
and Saturdl\1 $70,00 to start. Cal( 242·
6364 ]'rlday 3-5 only,

PLACEDBV~-- - · - - - - - - -

~.-----------~~--------·------------------·--------------.~----------~-·

)

1820 las Lomas

Every Wed, 5-6 PM

ENCLOSED$·~~--

.

Pictures taken at the
UNM PHOTO SERVICE

10¢ BEER

CLASSIFICATIONS:
I. Personals
5. For Sale

'

MIRAGE '70

NEED SHARP HOMEWORI{l!:RS who can
think and typ.,. _$1.50 per hour plus
incenUves. 296-5982. 12/15

Callll55·6!164

Vol. 73
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are now being taken for

CONSCIENTIOUS student. Short .research
asslgnmcrtts for writer. P.o. nox 351,
Gra11ts, New Mexico 87020. 12/15

APACA INC.
MOVING & STORAGE
Global Van Li~es Agent
All 'types Moving &. Storage
Moving Is Our Only Business
For Free EStimates

MEXICO

.
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SENIOR CLASS PICTURES

OKIE'S

SCIENTISTS-ENGINEERS: Books from
the JPL Library at Cal Tech. Casa
Grande Bookstore, 3110 Edith NE. 12/16

PUPPIES-very mixed breed, _but fat and
happy, $5 each to good homes. Cnll
242-8914 a£tCl" 6 j),m,

Comp. Sci., EE, ME, Math., Physics, Econ,,
Liberal Arts, Po1. Sci., Foreign Area Programs, Foreign Languyagc ( BS, MS,
PhD), Psychology (PhD's only) MEA's
Wilson & Company, In".-Busin""" Ad-

n>in,. Mbctnl Arts, Educntlon (US. BA, &
MS)
Munday, December 15
Yale J.aw Schaal-Mr••Tames L. Phelan
wants to interview students interested in
the study of lnw nt Ynlc Law School.
llurroughs Wellcome & Co.-Bus Admin.,
Libcrnl Arts, Scienc~, PharmncyMondny, Jnnunry 12
United States Air Force Recruiting, Officers Training Program-All majors
'l'hc Hartford Insurance Group-Business
Administration, Liberal Arts
Tuesday, Jnnunry 18
United States Air Force Recruiting, Officers Training Program-All majors
Argonne National Laboratory-Chem.,
Math. Phyaica, Nuc.E, ME, ChE, EE (BS,
MS, PhD)
Pan American World Airways-All majors for full·time International Flight
Stewardesses
Wednesday, Thursdny, nnd F"rlday,
January 14, 15, IUid 16, 1970
Albuquerque Public Schools, Albuquerque,
N.M.-AII Levels
Thursday, January 15, 1970
Public Schools of the District of Columbia, Wash., D.C.-AII Levels

W. C. Fields in

*

FOR CHRIST!>IAS 1962 Fiat i200 "Spy.
dcr.'' Great shape. $590, 265-6129. IZ/16

Thm·sday. December 11
Pratt & Whitney AircrMt-ChE, CE, EE,
ME, Mnth./Stat,, PhYI!Ics, Chern., (Analyt.
ical, Physical, Inorganic)
Central Intelligence Agency-Geography,
Geology, Accounting (Bnchelol' level) Com.
Sci., EE, ME, Math., Physicf?, Econ,, Lib ..
ernl Arts, Pol. Sci,, Foreign Area Progrnrns,
Foreign Language (BS, MS, PhD), Psy.
chology (PhD's only) MBA's
The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurnu~e
Company-Marketing, Management, Gen.
BusinesS, Econ., Fin., Acctg., Liberal Arts,
Graduate Business, Law, Insurance
Lawrence Radiation - Laborntory-EE,
Physics (BS, MS)
Friday, December 12
Lancaster School District, Lancaster,
California-All Levols
Lever Brothers-Marketing, Business Administration (BA)
Central rntelligence Agency-Geography,
Geology, Accounting (Bachelor level)

other Phases
"We are now doing what we
call the second and third phase
of this study, If we · get .. the
results we want, namely
numbers,
we'll do a
corrolation," he added.
The report also made some
conclusions about Spanish
surnamed students.
"Overall the Spanish-surnamed
group initially does not
perform as well as the 'other,'
but the initial difficulty appears
to be overcome in the first
two semesters,'' it said.
The report also concluded
''there is no noteworthy
difference in grade point
between Spanish-Americans and
others during the later
semesters, and the dropout rate
is lower or just about the same
for Spanish-Americans in every
semester after the first."
"Also, it can be observed
there is no 'significant
difference in graduation rate
between Spanish-American
surnamed and others," the
study added.

1964 CHEVY CARRYALL, UOOO; 1964
Dodge.
ton piekup, 4 speed, 8 cylinder, $760, 877·3855. 12/16

MORANTZ preamplifier, $150, Dynaco 120
amplifier $130-both like new, 298-0376
or 277-4447. 12/16
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improved system of advising,
interviews with withdrawing
students, contact with those
under academic suspension, and
official contact with students at
crucial times during their college
e;r.perience in the degree
colleges.

PIANO: U!!ed Baldwin Acrosonic; bench;
mahogany cabinet; superior tone. 8983780, 12/16

EICO 40 wntt stereo amplifier, new
gUarank'e, $94.00. 265-5211, 12/16

Recruiting U

lh>crlllt~l"U rcprcacnUnll' tbo iollowln&:
romt>nni<''l o•• ii!\'NiciB! will vlolt the Center
to lutcrvl~\V Cll!ldldnte$ fo1• posltlo!ls:

.,
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One Per Semester
student is limited

to

taking one course per semester
under the credit grade option.
The credit counts toward bourn
fot graduation but is not
figured in his grade index, said
MacGregor.
For students in the College
of Arts and· Sciences, the credit
counts toward fulfillment of
group requirements.
"The reason this system was
recommended to the faculty
was to safely allow a student
to work
outside his
concentration without
competing with somebody who
is a major in the field," said
Weaver.
Whether or not a given
course is outside a student's
major is determined by his
department, he said.
"One of the problems in
introducing this system is to
make students aware of the
wider implications of the
program, and how it can be
used," said Weaver.
"Many times professional or
graduate schools, or employers
do not know what to do with
a credit grade notation. They
find . it difficult to evaluate,"
said MacGregor.
"Transfer students may be in
trouble with this sort of

system. When going from one
institution to another this type
of grade will be more difficult
to compare," he said.
"Some institutions that have
adopted a credit-non credit
system entirely have found
they have real problems. Many
have backed off to letter
grades," said MacGregor.
Athletes
"Most colleges are
experimenting with programs
along these lines, to broaden
education. We expect in a few
years we will h.1ve to make
some modifications," said
Weaver.
MacGregor said the superior
student will not necessarily gain
anything from taking a course
on a credit basis.
"If the
is an excellent
student and going to do well
anyway, he may as well take
the course for credit," he said.
Weaver said it would not be
a good idea for the "poor
or marginal students" to take

courses under the credit-grade
option.
"Any passing grade a student
made under those circumstances
would be helpful to his grade
point.
Athletes on schohrship "can
participate" in the credit grade
option program, said Guido
Daub, chairman of the UNM
Athletic Council.
"There was a WAC ruling
already covering the possibility.
If the athlete gets credit for
the course it will count on
progress toward a degree; but
will not be counted in the
grade point."
The question was discussed
at the WAC meeting in
November, Daub said.
The final procedure for the
new system is now being
worked out, but most rules
have been set up.
Students "must decide at
registration" whether or not
they are taking a course for
credit or for grade, and they

may not switch back and
forth," said MacGregor.
A student electing to take a
course for credit will "probably
have to fill out a special card
in this registration packet," said
Weaver.
Once enrolled in a course
for credit, the student may not
change to a letter grade status,
nor to audit. If a student
receives NCR, he may retake
the course either for credit or
for the letter grade.
Each faculty member is
responsible for determining
whether or not a student does
credit work and there will be
of course a difference in how
each faculty member, or each
department defines credit work,
said MacGregor.
A section in the credit-grade
option proposal that would
have had professors assign letter
grades and the grade be
converted to CR-NCR by the .
records office was defeated by
the faculty.

UN l-luman Rights Dinner
Schedules Guest Speaker
The United Nations Association, Albuquerque chapter,
will hold a human_ rights bai,)quet at UNM tonight.
The banquet will be held in the Union Desert Room
at 8 p.m. Tickets are available for $4 from Hershey
Julien, 1805 Roma, Room 202.
The UN Association invites members, conservationists,
and friends to the dinner. David Brower will address the
dinner group on "Conservation, Population, and Human
Rights. H
The human rights banquet is held annually to honor
New Mexicans who have made contributions in human
rights, human dignity, and equal rights, said a letter
sent out by the association.
Award recipients at tonight's dinner are Desi Baca, an
Albl.\querque Public Schools (APS) administrator; Charles
Renfro, health and physical education department; Mrs.
Connie Modrall, a housewife; Mrs. Nellie Moore, a
Clovis, N.M. 1: ousewife, and William Fitzpatrick, a
lawyer active in the Legal Aid Society.

Faculty Work

"Small Compound Pendulums", 1969, by Charles Mattox,
UNM faculty member is currently on display in Popejoy Hall.
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WAYNE CIDDIO

GRANT HARVEY

Editor

Manc:.ging Editor

Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202
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The New Mexico Lobo is publishe<l
dally every regular week of the University year by the Board of Student Pub·
lications of the Associated Stud~tnts of
the Uoiversity of New Me~ico, and is nQt
financially associated with UNM, Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106. Subscription rate is $7
for the ac11demic year,
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Lobo are those ol' the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that
of the editorial bo11rd of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the views
of the Associated Students or of the Uni·
versity of N<1w Mexico.

Editorial

Two Important Meetings
"

1

UNM's Black Students Union (BSU)
and Mexican-American students will host
two separate conferences on campus this
weekend to discuss issues and problems
of vital importance to thinking members
of the University community.
The main thrust of the BSU
conference, which is expected to draw
black students from schools in the
Western Athletic Conference and
Colorado schools, will be discussion of
methods L. to effect the expulsion of
Brigham Young University from the
WAC.
Black students' protests have to date :'
fallen on the deaf ears of athletic
directors despite the increasing number
of students involved in the protests and
the intensification of animosity against
BYU among the WAC member schools.
The UNM meeting will mark the
second time black students from around
the conference have gotten together in
an effort to display solidarity and to
discuss what they can do to exert

effective pressure on conference officials
to remove BYU from the WAC.
0 f primary importance at the
Mexican-American conference will be the
Mexican-American and his relationship to
an anglo oriented educational system.
Participants in this conference will be
Mexican-American students from all of
the state's universities who have had first
hand experience with precisely the
problem they plan to discuss this
weekend.
Mexican-American students will also
discuss the possibility of forming a
statewide federation of Mexican-American
students.
Both of the weekend conferences will
be educational and should provide
substantial first-hand information about
black and chicano problems in the state
and throughout the country.
We urge all students, faculty members,
administrators, and Albuquerque residents
to attend.

Friday, December 12, 1969

The Tangled Wire
(A Bi~,sn~v'! M~!~c~lysisJ
Santa Cruz Mayor Richard Werner, who tore a flag
from the porch of a private home, was acquitted of
malicious mischief.,. Would he do it again? "You're
darned right I would no it again." Naturally - he can
get away with it ...
Airline hijacking, the traveler's sport, hit South Korea
for the· second time. 'Ihe first time, eight passengers
stayed in North Korea , . .
Big City mayors and civic spokesmen are trying ~o
get Nixon to keep the war on poverty m
Washington ... When it comes to authority, they want
state power but when it comes to paying the
bills ...
Operation Intercept may be resumed. . . on a
permanent basis. In spite of the fact that Intercept
didn't raise the price or lower the quality, customs
officials think it was a success. What do they have their
heads up, anyway?
Nixon has refused to replace Lodge with someone of
equal stature at the Paris "peace" talks . . . which is
logical - he has no intention of sending anyone to talk
about a real peace .. ,
Scorpions before mating generally perform a courtship
ritual which takes the form of a dance with interlocked
claws ...
Ralph Abernathy: "If we let them suppress the
Panthers, then the next group on the list will be your
group," talking to the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference . . .
In Cambridge, members of the Organization for Black
Unity occupied two buildings at Harvard to protest
hiring practices.
At the Chicago circus, jurors watched films of the
police riot during the Democratic National
Convention . . .
The defense of Saigon is now in the hands of the
puppet army . . . will we keep tro,ops there if the
government falls to its own army?
Haircut Coming ••.
Airman Doyle was sentenced to three months at hard
labor, forfeiture of $60 a month for three months, and
reduction to Airman Basic for not cutting his Afro
hairstyle . . . Now they'll cut it at the stockade for
"sanitary reasons" .•.

Lobo Review
-~

(Editor's note.: This is the
first of two articles about the
Peace Corps.)
WASHINGTON - (CPS) Vietnam, Chicago, and People's
Park are taking their toll on
the Peace Corps.
In so far as they are it;sues
representing alienation from
society, mistrust of
governmental authority, and
heightened political
consciousness among the young,
they have thrust the Peace
Corps, which professes to
remain apolitical in a political
world, into a crisis of identity.
Faced with a steadily
decreasing number of applicants
and requests from foreign
nations for volunteers, new
director Joseph Blatchford, with
President Nixon's blessings, has
taken
steps
toward
"technologizing" the corps by
removing some of the
manpower burden from
potentially volatile liberal arts
graduates or "generalists," and
placing it on skilled - and
older specialists.
I!t the first eight years of·

FASHION CLEANERS
Quality Cleaning
Shirts Done To
Perfection
Alterations & Tailoring

Tuesday Special
4 Shirts for $1.00
1349 San Mateo S.E.
2.55-2700
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Come to Our

NEW

LOCATION

1

'l'homas and Ken Walston, who
plays the . has·been father of
"Don't clap too hard, it's a very Archie, Billie Rice, Walston does
old building," said Flynn well with his British accent but
O'Malley in his .role as Archie Rice strays from his aged character at
in the University theater's times his usually stiff arthritic
presentation of John Osborne's limbs' suddenly becoming supple.
"The Entertainer." But even
The first scene drags a little and
though Rodey theater is the there's some rough staging with
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Peace Corps Faces Crisis of 'Identity

. .. ---

By CAROLYN BABB

~

f?;.
;, ·.;. ·.·~\.· .·.·\·.··. ·'. . ·.
,~' '\.~'""'()

the corps' existence, an average
of 80·90 percent of the
volunteers. have been generalists,
but the new goal is to reduce
that number to 70 percent in
19 7 0 and provide the
generalists with more extensive
technological training. The
other 30 percent are to consist
primarily of technicians such as
statisticians and computer
experts recruited from
industries which hopefully will
grant them special leaves to
serve as volunteers.
When Congrest> approved
establishment for the Peace
Corps in 1961 as a part of
President Kennedy's New
Frontier program and declared
the corps' purpose to "promote
world peace and friendship," its
director Sargent Shriver,
predicted the first year's
involvement of 578 volunteers
would spiral to 17,500 by
mid-1968.
His prediction was not
realized, The total number of
applications, of .~h 90
percent were from tL:~.,C!-,mks of
recent graduates, decreased
from a peak of 45,000 in
1964 to 31,000 in 1968.
Today, after some 30,000
volunteers have participated and
returned to the United States,
the number of volunteers
during 1969 stands at 11,000.
At this time in 1967 there
were 15,000 volunteers. Most
observers credit the decline
generally to the social turmoil
engulfing the country and
particularly to the young
people's dissaffection with the
federal government, its
m iIi t arism a broad and
oppression of poor and
minority groups at home.
Many idealistic youths who
might otherwise have channeled
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High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit
special rates for dissertations-required paper supplied free
SIMMS BUILDING other locations in Winrock Center,
National Building & I 20 Madeira NE
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DECEMBER 15-19
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2041 :s. Plaza
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dislinclive shop

DOZENS OF TITLES
AT 10% TO So% OFF
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In Historic
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UNM PRESS OFFICE • JOURNALISM BLDG.
(NW CORNER YALE AND CENTRAL)
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HAVE YOU HAD ENOUGH

Housework?
Cooking?

~

I Cook your meals (choice of entrees, no limit).

2 Clean your room, make your bed, and furnish your linen.
3 Provide parking facilities close to campus.

Christmas is a nice time to
band together

4 Have a good place to live with reasonable policies and
competitive rates
5 Offer lots of freedom and privacy.
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Then Live at The College Inn
where we:
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lOBO CLASS I FlED ADS
sells it, rents it, finds it.

ANNUAL CHRISTMAS

,COLUMBIA~
DIAMOND RINGS

it. One volunteer, Bruce
Murray protested the decision
in a 'letter to Jack Vaughn
then director, and the Jette~
was publicized in the Chilean
press.
------------

~~~:;;;:;;;~~~i9~~:;;;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·

i

<

rt·

the volunteers would be
dismissed if they went ahead
with it.
In 1967, when volunteers in
Santiago, Chile circulated a
petition asking for "peace
now" in Vietnam, they were
warned by the nation1:1 office
to retract it or disassociate
themselves as volunteers from

·.......
~ .(~····.~
...·. ·,.·:• the contradictory hypocrisy of

~

tmea.

well-known incidents related to
Vietnam dissent in the Peace
Corps and all three have
underscored the corps' basic
allegiance to the administration
in power disproving the notion
that the organization is
independent from the aims and
purposes of U.S. foreign policy.
When in 1965 a volunteer
submitted an article critical of
U.S. involvement in Vietnam to
the corps' official publication,
the "Volunteer," Shriver ruled
it could not be printed because
that would constitute
"exploitation" of the authors
official connection with the
U.S. government.
When then vice president
Hubert Humphrey visited.
Liberia, a group of volunteers
decided' to confront him with
their anti-war views. Learning
of the plan, the top Peace
Corps official in Liberia said

::;:}:;:;:;;:;;;
:;:;;:;;;}:;:;;

the U.S. government
maintaining half a million
~ people in one country Vietnam,
to wage war, while at the same
time maintaining .. a_bout one
(formerly ncroos irom tho University)
fiftieth that number in 50·60 .. ·
telephone 255-9393
countries for the professed
cause of peace.
e Permanent '\Vaving
"The great wave of middle
e Hair Cutting
class idealism on the part of
young Americans which has
H · C 1 ·
•
all' ,o onng
sustained the Peace Corps since
BODYWAVE _ _$9.50 1962 is ebbing, for the
Inc.Cut.,Shampoo,&Sct
American student middle
P.ERMANENTWAVE
class . . . has lost his
·
self-confidence," opined one
Inc. Cut., Shnmpoo, & Set
$12.50 volunteer, who cited Vietnam
Liztic Black
as the main reason.
Fully EXIJcrienced Operator
There have been three

To The Editor:
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L. BLACK
\~,
BEAUTY SHOPl .
·
·
'III Amherst NE

Rodey Players Present
O'Malley's ~Entertainer'

a

COME BY 'AND LOOK US OVER

"The Unusual as Usual"
6609

MENAUL

-lha College Inn
Unsurpassed for college living.

Dtvn., N.E.
TELEPHONE .268-4480
(across Mcnaul frolll Coronado Ccutcr)

..

303 Ash NE

•

Phon& 243-2881
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Friday, December 12, 1969
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·Foreign Car
Specialists

Over 100 yrs. Combined
Experience '
Free Estimates
265-5901
333 Wyoming N.E.

-·
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WORLD NEWS
SOCIALIZED CRIME
NEWARK, N.J. (UPI)- U.S.
Attorney General John Mitchell
said in Florida Wednesday
"massive" indictments will be
brought against public officials
in a federal crackdown on
Mafia-controlled gambling and
corruption in New Jersey,
In another development, New
Jersey Attorney General Arthur
J. Sills announced he was
considering using a state law to
remove Newark Mayor Hugh
Allonizio from office for
refusing to testify before a
grand jury investigating
corruption in the municipal
government here.

I

,

5003 MENAUL BLVD., N.E.
PHONE

26~·4227

STEREO SOUND IS OUR SPECIALTY
Amplifiers: Scott, Harman Kardon, Monarch, Panaffl»
Car Stereos 8 Track or Cassettes
Tap!! Recorders: Roberts, Ampex,. and N.ore, .,
· ·
Reel to Reel 8 Track and Cassettes
Miracord Record Changers and (EMI)
Benjamin Speakers
In All Sizes and Prices
Record Your 8 Trcck Cartridge ar Cassette
Out Of Your Records Free

' •' < < ',,....,.
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....
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Lobo photo by Chester Painter

Pictured are Phil Scott and Anne Penney preparing for the
Hanging of the Greens Ceremony which will begin Sunday, Dec.
14 at 5:30 p.m. in the Union.

Greenery

Will Be Held This Weekend

11

famous international dishes
(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
French, German, and others ...)
lunch 11 :30·2:30 dinner 5:3o-g:3o

413 Romero St.· N .W. 2 blocks N .W.
of Old Town PJaza
242-4986

--the

associated students boohstore

Spanish Conference Schedule
The following is the schedule
for the Mexican-American
Students Conference, to be
held Friday through Sunday.
All UNM Mexican-American
and Spanish surname students
are invited to attend the
conference.
Friday
Registration,
Mesa Vista
lounge
5 p.m.
Dinner
7-9:30 p.m
General session,
education
complex 105
Saturday
9·10 a.m._
Ope-ni-ng
session, Kiva
10·10:45 a.m.
S p e a k e r ,
Antonio
3-5 p.m.

11-noon

noon
1:30·3 p.m.

3-4 p.m.
4-5 p.m.

Chavez, "The
Mexican·Ameri- 7 p.m.
can
and
Education"
Discussion 8:30p.m.
groups,
education
complex
Lunch
Films, "The 10-noon
Invisible
Minority,"_
"Huelga," ''Kiva'''"'....
General session, noon
Kiva
Speaker Ar· 1·2 p.m.

m

a

n

o
R o d r i q u e z , 2·3 p.m.
''Educn:ti·on·
f
r
o
m
Washington's
Viewpoint," 3 p.m.
closes

The Federal
Service Entrance
Examination

says

Fire

will be given on campus

Tuesday, Dec. 16 at 1:00 p.m. and
Wednesday, Dec. 17'at 8:30a.m.
at University College and Counseling Center
in Room 8
Interested Students may piek up application forms at the Placement Center

this Christmas

d

Kiva
Banquet,
Desert Room
of the Union
Social show
and dance,
Union, Room
129
Sunday
Discussion of
federation-stat
e-wide student,
Kiva
Dinner, Mesa
Vista
Federation
discussion, Riva
Student panel:
••Where- vie go
from here",
Kiva
Conference

A small electrical fire broke out
on the second floor of the civil
engineering building last night at
about 9:45. Although labs were in
session in nearby classrooms, no
one was injured,
The damage was classified as
"light" by Albuquerque Fire De·
partment officials. The officials,
who said the fire resembled
another one in the same building
about a year ago; said the blaze
was apparently the result of an
overheated transformer.

by Laura Gilpin

American Indian Painting

Miscellaneous titles on stock:
- The Art of Living
by Wilfred Peterson

AC/DC

still many more,

We also have a large variety of childrens
. b~oks and stuffed toys.

.

BELFAST, Northern Ireland
(UPI)- British army
headquarters said Wednesday
500 British troops will leave
Northern Ireland before
Christmas. The troops, members
of the 1st Battalion of the
Royal Green Jackets, moved in
to bolster army forces during
civil rights rioting in August.
Their departure will leave 7,000
British troops in Northern
Ireland,

TO BEGIN DEBATE
ROME (UPI) - The senate
agreed Wednesday night to
begin debate next week on a
bill to permit divorce in Italy
for the first time. The measure
was approved by the chamber
of deputies Nov, 28,
The senate action represented
a defeat for the Vatican and
the governing Christian
Democratic party which have
strongly opposed the reform.
The bill faces a tough fight in
the senate, but may be passed.
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Saturday
General

9·10 a~m.

As-
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10-12 noon
1:30·2:30 p.m.

General Assembly,
Anthropology:
101

l Large Pizza • Large Pitcher ol Beer I!Combined Price $3.25 12·2:~f.~·:a~~~~ydayJ
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When you're out of Schlitz,punt
Of~. 19U'd ~1n Jlfl Y4ur $lgnals tliat

ml~ up, Out ol&ltllf~? lU<Ii(ll!OIW. Sdllit~

ls 111e ~!' ibt's 1101~£11 •lied· S.:IIU~IIri'l!$

~PHINTIN6
for the

Quickest
and

least Expensive
Quality Duplicating
of
Manuscripts~

Forms, Letters, Etc.

"The Fastest Press In the West"

for

The Nearest location
Free Pickup & Delivery
On Jobs Over $20.00

•

a e ome• anew mexJco
•

gifts
Free Gift Wrapping

• candles
• patio bells
• pinatas

3019 Central N.E.

Your Christmas Shopping Guide
from the Basket Shop
.>

(~

i MO'tNING~

.

. AFTEJt~OOI\L$ 1
I!.VENING-5

EXctrr.mrorr~ Pl.I::JISANT

3011

0 Mugs (complete •hipment

0

0 Madres
0 lncen•e and incense

Toy Chests

0 Scented Soap Balls
0 Candles from our
complete c:andle dept.

just In)

burners

0 Artificial fruit and grapes

~ co'b

0

0

Wc.'I!Mol'lllllt>-

I

I

Pinatas

0 Bras.ware

with our varied
selection of baskets,
rattan and hemp items
. . . we also offer
friendly and polite
service in the rush
of Christmas shopping.

0 Beads
0 Hampers

DINJ~c;. it<thisfl!Sl'OF.IG
COR,Nf'.~ ot' .i'll:W

I!

MONTE VISTA

0 Enamelware
0 Rattan Furniture

0 Patio Bells
0 Wind Chimes

PAsl'

Basket Swings

0 Gift Sets,

and 100's of oth&r basket & Gift items to select from

N.E.
255-1695

Haske

•

OPEN

only 39.95
others from 29.95

~tiW('f!!l?!**~~'~II!WIIIP.

..

10-12 noon

.
R e c e p t 1 on,
Union, Lobo
Room
Sunday

~S.PEEIIIUIIV

or
See Your Phone Book

'JIJHS~own.. .SMrrrNG-

FRI. Nmnrr:

8-12 p.m.
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Group Discussion, (rooms to
be announced)
General Assem-

I 03 Dartmouth, S.E.

diamonds
watches
jewelry

be

258

o,lo \

SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) A group of young ladies who
say they are "sex-starved" have
protested on behalf of guilt-free
adultery.
A half-dozen demonstrators
held a bedsheet banner aloft
calling for "Successful adultery
for the happily married man"
during the
unique
demonstration Wednesday in
the city's financial district,
"Married men should spread
their favors around more
evenly," Cecily Katz told the
crowd that gathered around
her.

Petty's jewelers

bly,
Anthropology
101
2 30 4
: " :SO p.m Group Discussion (rooms to
be announced)
5-6 pm
General As· ·
sembly,
Antrhopology
101

Frid~~Foi~.trii~~~ l Large Luneb at OKIE'S I

4-8 p.m.

SPREAD THE WEALTH

II :D)m.-v $S'IJNDAY.I

Forever Wild: The Adirondac!a
by Eliot Porter

SEOUL (UPI) Hijackers
seized a Korean Airlines plane
bound for Seoul with 51
persons aboard today and
forced it to North Korea,
airline officials said.
Dong·A Radio in Seoul
quoted . government authorities
that the plane landed at
Wonsan in North Korea within
an hour after takeoff from
Kangnung.
South Korean troops
stationed along the eastern edge
of the demilitarized zone
reported seeing an unidentified
airliner flying north into
Communist territory about the
time the plane was listed as
missing.

' r"

Down the Colorado
. and many others.

ANOTHE'R PLANE

TROOPS TO LEAVE

. UNM's Black Student Union
host a three-day conference
this weekend to discuss means
of expelling Brigham Young
University from the Western
Athletic Conference.
About 90 students from the
WAC schools, and schools in
Colorado are expected to
attend the meet.
The agenda for the
conference is:
Will

• incense and burners

Cassette Recorder

The Enduring Navaho

by John W. Powell

COTONOU, Dahomey (UPI)
The man who led the latest
military overthrow of the
Dahomey go·v'9rnment has
promised a new government
will be formed as soon as
possible.
The coup Wednesday put the
West African nation under
military control for the fourth
- t'iine in less than 10 years.
Gone is President Emile
Zinsou, the country's head of
state since a military
revolutionary committee
installed him on July 17, 1968.
Reports conflicted as to
whether he was injured in a
brief gun battle during the
coup Wenesday.
In his place is Lt. Col.
Maurice Kouandete, 37, the
army chief of staff, who told
the nation in a radio broadcast
he had removed the 51-year·old
Zinsou because his regime had
created a situation of "total
insecurity."
K o u a ndete said a new
government "will be formed in
the shortest possible time. All
former leaders showing goodwill
will be recalled to the service
of the nation."

This would be the second air
piracy from the South to the
North. On Feb. 16, 1958, a
Korean National Airlines' DC3
flying from Pusan to Seoul was
forced to North Korea. That
plane carried 34 passengers, 26
of whom returned to the
South 18 days later.

For Me! •.. or you,
or anyone.

We have a fine selection of books on the
Southwest:

by Dorothy Dunn

NEW GOVERNMENT
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BSU Gives Meeting Agenda

.

TERED DNIC
Ec;JUIPMENT

'

NEW MEXICO LOBO

NEW
MEXICO LOBO

Applications may be obtained
in the Student Aids Office for
the Nora Mitchell McDowell
Chapter of the United Daughters
of the Confederacy Scholarship
for semester two. The $100
scholarship will be awarded to
a qualified student who is a
lineal descendant of a
Confederate Veteran approved
by the Chapter. Student must
furnish the name and state
from which their ancester
enlisted, nnd if known, the
army company,

Repair & Maintenance
On All Foreign Cars

t

Friday, December 12, 1969

Scholarship

~

--~-

Shop
OLD TOWN PLAZA
842-8022

CORONADO CENTER
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296-5559

-
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Techsans Here Tomorrow
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The Crystal Ball

Lobos I-I ope To Stop Raiding Pa·rty

By PAUL l?LECK
The Texas Tech Red Raiders
move south to Albuquerque
today after taking their initial
loss of the season to a
powerful Colorado team last
night.

Under coach Bob Bass, in
his first year at tech after
coaching the Denver Rockets of
the ABA, the Raiders hit the
Duke city with a 3-1 record.
The Lohos at·e currently 1-2
and would like to even that

OLD TOWN INDIAN

TRADING PO IT
~

ON THE PLAZA

~C:.II~g

\

~

0

~
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Geniurze Indian Reservation
Handmade Jewelry & Crafts
Fine Selection of Black Diamond of Alasltr

Between l.a Placita and La Hacienda

~
~

~

~

J

record before the rematch with
the auspicious New Mexico
Aggies in Las Cruces Tuesday
night.
The last two Red raider
victories were two point
squeakers. They edged
Oklahoma University Monday
night, 64-62, as Gene Knolle
hit a jump shot with two
seconds showing on the clock.
Two ni!!h ts before that
the Raiders grabbed an 82-80
decision over Tulane. The
initial win of the season came
against Houston Baptist, 76-66.
Bass' entry on the Lubbock,
Tex. campus marked the first
time that Texas Tech has used
Negro athletes. Bass recruited
Knolle off the Ranger, Texas
Junior College campus and also
came up with a fine
sophomore guard in Greg
Lowery when the school he
was attending discontinued
athletics.
The Lobes are expected to
play their typical '69-'70 ball
game which means plenty pf
action. Coach Bob King will

Fish Dinner Special
Every Friday All Day
Tender pieces of Boneless Cod Filet,
deep fried to a golden brown, crisp
French fries, tangy tartar sauce and
toast.

ONLY59c
Eat in our large dining room or take it home

2400 Central SE Across From Campus
y"~e'fl f-iqye. Your Order ~eady-:-Call 242-7340 _

Fink out on
college food.

FRIDAY; DECEMBER
Utah-S~tn

-

I
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Utah
Wyo.

Utah
Wyo.

"Mr. XH Editorjul Stntr
5-5
4-6

Utnh
Wyo.

Utah
Wyo.

r

Dunver-Utah.

'

I

m AA:n ~-:J

\

I
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'

vee,~~) lU dihltweu;

bone in his body to hurt. I
want him to be anxious to see
that movie to see what he
could have done to prevent
this from happening."

~l~"l.

TEXAS TECH

H\1'1!>1.:1
Serving fine French Onion
soup with every Dinner

a touch of Rumanialender & succulent

French Ragout ...... 3.25
beef sauteed in rich burgandy
wine-as only the French know

Spaghetti a Ia Roma .2.75
with meat balls & garlic sticks
spagetti lovers will appreciate
our six hours of preporution

Stuffed Cabbage .. _2.40
served· with seasoned sauerkraut-rich juicy & succulent

16 oz. Lobster Tail .. . 6.75
Green Turtle Steak .. 5.40

Includes Shirt, Suspenders,
Cummerbund, Handkerchief,
Studs, Cufflinks, Tic,
Boutonniere.

~~ ~

Following a football game,
the winning team is given the
game ball to do with as they
please. There was never an
overabundance of footballs
around the UNM locker-room a
year ago, but this year the
team finished with a
respectable 4-6 record.
Senior John Stewart, a split
end, was awarded the game ball in
the Lobos' final game of the
year, a 24·21 upset of New
Mexico State. It was Stewart's
last minute heroics that
brought the upset about.
Another senior, cornerback
Willie Shaw, was given the ba!!
after a 27-24 victory over San
Jose. Junior defensive back Jay
Morrison got the game ball for
his brilliant performance in
UNM's shocking 24·12 win over
Wyoming.

Chicken Paprikash .. 2.75

$10.00

COAT AND TROUSERS:

By CHARLES WOOD
Lobo Sports Editor

~'/·

IT'S SIMPLY A STEAL TO RENT
A TUXEDO FROM SIMON'S AT
THESE PRICES!

COMPLETE OUTFIT:

sports
fortune

ANb

1431 Wyoming NE
10% University Discount

Gymnastic star Jon Aitken, an 18·year old freshman from Tucson,
Ariz., is Lobo of the Week for December 12. Competing in the Rocky
Mountain Gymnastics Open at Colorado Springs last weekend, Jon led
UNM to a second place finish by winning the high bar event. A
-psychology major, he is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Aitken of
Tucson.

Jon Aitken

'

Steak & Lobster ..... 5.40

Nl\1
NMSU
Wyo.
JJYU

A rho;,
Denver

Adz.

Ariz.

Ariz.

Utah

Utah

Utah

Tech

NM.SU
Wyo.
BYU

Appointments
Available

Co II 255-4371

4 2914
3 Central SE
Hair Designs for Men
7
The finest hair design shop closest to campus
I

FREE FORM

~~ ,,, mil··

. SOFT c...;.,~a::,,H1'

NM
NMSU
AF
BYU

2
5
5

.~
'

Nl\1
NMSU
AF
BYU

MONDAY,DECEMBER15

i

But what about the 16·7
victory over Kansas, the game
which ended a 21-gamc victory
draught at UNM. "Well," said
head football coach Rudy
Feldman, "We used two balls
in that one. I gave one to Sam
(Scarber) and I kept one
myself."
It was a sweet victory for
Feldman after a 68·7
shellacking by the same Kansas
tean. only a year

Eddie Mullins, UTEP's sports
information director, claims the
Miner basketball team is a
"stretcher case" this season.
Are Don Haskins' small Miners
in need of a doctor?
"No," replies Mullins, "they
need a 'stretcher' to increase
their size."

• • •
Coach Feldman and Dale
Perini, UNM's head freshman
coach, left for southern New
Mexico Monday on a recruiting
trip. Coach Perini said they
planned to recruit around 15
New Mexico players this year.
Six were from the East Side,
five from Albuquerque, and
four from the northern part of
the state.

Sports Menu

ae aw su oo

TODAY
SWIMMING-UNI\1 vs. Texas Tech at
Lubbock, Texas.
WRESTLING--UNM at the Sun Carnival Tournament at El l'aso, Tex.
SATURDAY
FRESHMAN BASKETBALL-UNM va.
Intramural All-Stars, 6:00 at the Arena.
VARSITY BASKETBALL-UNM vs.
Texas Tech, 8:05 at the Arena.
SWlMMING--UNM vs. Eastern New
Mexico at Portal...
, •WRESTLING-UNM at the Sun Car·
nival Tournament at El Paso, Tex.

Interviews with student
representative for
Juniors and Seniors
interested in applying
for admissions.

OKIE'S

10¢ BEER

date: Monday, December 15

Every Wed. 5-6 PM

All interested students
should sigf!_ up in p_lacement center.

Pizza Slices 15¢
Central At University

OF TEXAS PRESENTS IN CONCERT

Patron·.ze
Lob0 Advert•tsers
R

E NT A TV
.. -

Free Dclive;,1 ;?~~ ~';;,And Seniee

No DoJ>OSit

Lower Monthly Rate

Buck's TV Rentals
2ss-~~~1

bef~o~re:·~==~~~~~Co~lo~r~A~va~a~ab~re~~~~

$6.50

+~l

_:)~q~Jttt~(tf1.4~

FIRST and GOLD-DOWNTOWN ALBUQUERQU~

T; .:H~ ll11 S'.· l'•S··.. tft.a W;'
. .. ~·A'"'N.. T 'A·o
' ., ~
If you want a gift idea to pass along, you'll want to pick the
stereo album, tape cartridge or audio accessory you want most.
They'll want to know where they can pick it up. You'll want to
tell them. (Unless you want another plastic scarf.)
~hrisfma~ gifts_from R_ecord Rendezvous are unique.
Its practtcally 1mpossible to get the wrong size.

-~--~~~

I
I Coli
1st
I
SPECIAL RESEAL SERVICE
I Remove, Dismantle* and Thorough Inspection
Regular $28 service.
for
I
staff, l'nis
I ·$19.95

now $19.95
University
students and
coupon also entitles stu- , ..
dents and staff to q special discount Qn all pam.

.I ·

with this ctd and .service.

II

;

~twr.

BANKAMERICARD.

Nit

I

5717 Mendul NE

Brigham YoungRSan Jose St.

I'

Tech Tidbits

Eat a steak at Bonanza.
Steak dinners $1.29 to $2.89.

5-5

SATURDAY,DEC~E~·M~B~l=~R~1~3----~~-----~~~----~~----~~·

New Mexico-Tcxns T"ch
Ari1.on,a St...New Mexic() St.
Air Force-Wyoming

6-3 GENE KNOLLE, one of
the first two Negroes to ever
play ..baske.tbalL in th-e
Southwest Conference, will lead
once-beaten Texas Tech against
the Lobos tomorrow night at
the Arena. "Knolle could start
for any team in the country,"
Make Him Hurt
said UNM assistant coach Jim
Almost every coach has a
Johnston who scouted Tech. different idea on how a player
"He's in the same class as New should feel after defeat. Coach
Mexico State's Jimmy Collins." Phil Cutchin of Oklahoma State
wants one of his players to
feel this
: "I want
LUBBOCK, TEXAS
SERIES
RECORD:
UNM 30, Texas Tech
36
ENROLLMENT: 19,054
GYMNASIUM: Lubbock Municipal
Coliseum
TEAM NICKNAME: Red Raider!!
SCHOOL COLORS: Scarlet and Blaek
CONFERENCE: Southwest Athletic Conference
CON.J,'. RECORD AND FINISH: 6-8, 4th
DASKETBAJ,L COACH: llob Dnss
WON-LOST RECORD AT TEXAS TECH:
First year
1968-69 WON-LOST RECORD: 11·13
LETTERMEN ItETURNlNG: (8) Russ
Byington, 6-7: Steve llardin, 6-5; Pat
MoKean, 6-3; Mike Onkro, 6·5; J"crry
Turner. G-2: L~ 'tynes. 6-G: SWvc
WilfiamH, 6-0; Larry Wood, 6-4,

G-4

12

.rose St.

Denver-Wyoming

use his six starters by rotating
players for a rest. The fans
may see the "Shock Troops"
that made an appearance in the
Oregon game to stall while the
regulars catch their breath on
the bench.
Statistics released this week
from the Sports Information
Department show that Ron
Becker is the three-game
scoring leader. The junior from
Roswell has a 20.7 average and
sports the best shooting
percentage with .475.
Willie· Long is second in the
scoring with a 17 point
average. Willie leads all
rebounders by a wide margin
with 40.
A big factor in the Lobos'
1-2 record is revealed by the
opponents' team statistics. In
the three games, the opponents.
are averaging a fantastic .511
field goal percentage, with
every game so far at the
Arena.
John Stewart is the leading
scorer for the Wolfpups with a
19.3 average. The frosh are 2·1
with their loss at the hands of
House of Carpets.
· Gametime tomorrow nigl-it is
8:05 with the preliminary
game, the Wolfpups vs. the
Intramural All-stars, at 6!00.

Country Barn

Chnrlcs Wood Pnul Flock

Phone 265-5272

area's most compfete stereo m.usic center

WINROCK CENTER j-w--(1
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PUPPl' with Papers and shota. $45.00.
Coli 265-li048,

. CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

TWO SPAULDJN(l Pancho Gon•nles ten·
nis rackets:: one strung with toutnnment
ll'Ut-$16,00; one strung with heavr dutr
nylan-$7 ,00; also one small wooden art
case-$1.5(). Call after 9 p.m. dail)' or
all dn)' weekends 265-61;48,

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word miniWHERE: Journalism Building, Room
mum (;1.40) per time run, If ad is to
159, afternoons preferably or mail.
:run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 6c
Olassified Advertisinll'
per word and the mbiimum number of
UNM P.O. Bo" 20
words to 10.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Pa)'ment must be made in full prior to insertion of aqvertisement.

1)

PERSONALS

STOP ln and discover a friendly service
station with professionalism. New car
warranty 13erviee by master maintenance
procedures. 'rriple Gold Bond Stamps
commencing Dec. l6. Chuck Paul (UNM)
ass't. manager. Ray's ENCO, Lomas and
Washington, 268-84':'0~3.,:;1c:o2/C,:1"c7::----Sand and Sun in 'OLD TOWN is your
headquarters far groovy Leather Pants,
Fringe J nckets, Fringe Vests, and
Fringe Handbags. 243-7909.
NEED A RIDE HOl\tE for the Christmas
holidays? Find one with the Lobo Classi·
fled Ads.
AT "r E NT I 0 N Elmer Fudd and Terri
Fu~k: your leader is well nnd alive in
Denver. 12/12
DO YOU bite your nails? Would you like
to stop? A limited number of people are
being accepted in an experiment to stop
nail biting. Under the auspices of UNM:
Psrchology Dept. Call Mr. Stephen, 277·
2103 for appointment. 12/12
FEMALE ROOMATE wanted to share
apartment, $70 mo. Phone 243"1602.
12/15
.
TODAY'S BOUTIQUE with yesterday's
care for guys and gals. Chameleon, 1820
Central SE. 12/16

2)

LOST: Gold Elgin watch. Reward. lf
found call 345-1096. 12/12
l!'OUND: Cute Chihuahua puppy on cam-·
pus. Call 268-8380. 12/18

SERVICES

BE SURE to check the Lost & Found

NAVY BLUE "rUXEDO, double breasted,
aizc 42, excellent (!ondition. Phone 24\22984. 12/12

service in the lobby of the SUB for
your lost items~
NEED A HOLIDAY GOWN? Bring your
own patterns and mQterial, 48·72 hour
service. Call 265·3621 between 1 & 6
p.m. 12/12
COLLEGE INN Barbershop ; Styling, regular euts, razor cuts, Io'ng haiJ;" welcome.
243-0003. liV16
MONEY: Interested in making & saving?
Contact .To Ann Sanchez 277-5354. 12/15

5)

30" HOTPOINT Electric Range-large
ovenj side rotissm;ie nnd broiler, deepwcll
cooker, large storage drawer. 344-0485
after 5:00 p.m. 12/12
CHRISTMAS PUPPIES-8 wlm., healthy.
Female. Mixed b~ced, Will deliver Christmas dar or earlier. $2.00. P.O. Box 351,
Grants, New Mexico, 87020, 12/11;

1962 VOLKSWAGEN in vczy good shape,
1604 Lead SE, Apt. A, 12/18
FIREWOOD for sale, University Students,
268-8089 or 243-4892. After 6:00 p,m,
LOTUS CORTINA. DOHC 4, dual webers,
rebuilt engine and transmission, radio,
heater. Best offer. 344-7812.

PUREBRED

WHIJ;'PET

MORANTZ :preamplifier, $150, Dynaco 120
amplifier $180-both like new, 298-0375
or 277-4447. 12/16
PUPPIES-vezy mixed breed, but fat and
hnpp)'. $5 each to good homes, Call
242-8914 r.fter 6 p.m. '

OLYMPIC CYCLES
1031 San Matea SE Phone 256-9190
SALES & SERVICE
PEUGEOT
RALEIGH
ROLLFAST
STEYR·PUCH
STELBER
MTD
ZEUS-The Spanish Bicycle
of Excellence

Heat Jellies, Or Sissy Put Ons.
. . . . So When Your Through Playing
Games Call For An Appointment.

255-0166
5504 Central S.E. (I Blk. East of San Moteo)

?AperS

R•Act-t ~,.,ps

~tJi:S~J.AJ F6~

t'JL'O ~.JAI

cJulie Ancirews
A51~ULliE

Ma.ry!ylerMoore
Carol
JamesFcx

W. C. Fields in

in ROSS HUNTER'S
producuon of

Lobo photo by Chester Painter

Conference Speaker

J;h~Gavin

"The Barber Shop'! &
'lJhe Fatal Glass of Beer"

Beatri_ce Hllie ~.

MuStC' Score bWO ELMER OERNSlEIN • Mus teal Numbers Stated by ANDRE PREVIN

"Knights of the Bath"
starring Abbot and Costello

50¢ with ID

"A film of love, warmth
and inevitable pain.

riA film of intelligence and, even rarer,
grace. The time between wanting life and
needing it. It is a film for those who care."
-Uta Elis~u, The East Village Other

.eO LOR

I
!I

· David Hemmings ·Joanna Pettet in

for

MATURE

is one
of our satisfied
customers.
He nearly died...
laughing!

iillfliiRII

times
Special Midnight
Show Tonight
THE MANEATERS

In Color
\

I'

i

"'lbe Best House in London"

c a11

Police Arrest: Five
In Union Sunday

ASUNM
Saturday, 7 & 10 p.m.
Fii;Commfttee
50¢ with ID
Sunday, 6 & 9 p.m.

·A very beautiful, very romantic movie.
Schroeder and his superb cameramen visualize the alternating agonies and ecstasies of a fatal love. Mimsy Farmer is
especially appealing as a character who has
been formed as much by movies as by life."
-Vincent Canby, New York Times

·~
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to·ao·
2 6 '. -4 759
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Pouons
under I&

~o·starnneGeorge Sanders· Dany Robin· Warren Mitchell
Eastmancolor
I
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Albert Chavez, above, was
one of the speakers at the
Mexlcan•American students'
conference on education.

DIPI(-_( ..f"j-;.
t!;>e~f>....... 01)

MuS1ca1 Sequences by JOE LAYTON • Wr1Uen bY RICHARD MORRIS • 01tected by GEORGE ROY HILL
Ptoduced by ROSS HUNTER A UNIVERSAL PICTURE ~

IU.llliFUL
U:Sf!!!!M

I FOR

Of Mexican-Americans

"PtpeS

STARTS TODAY

.

Conference Identifies
Educational Problems-

~jlflurcs$
S~.AJOAt s
HilT$

'

COLOR

Friday
7:30 & 9:35

DON PANCHO'S
2108 CENTRAL S.E./.247·44 14

Saturda~

7:00, 9:05 & ll :05

No.63

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CAN USE 2 undergraduate.• 3 <lVCllings
and Saturday $70.00 to start. Call 2426864 Friday 3·5 o!lly.

The Natural Hair Grooming Concept

See the LiHie Rascals in
"Shiver My Timbers" &
"Teacher's Pet"

3:205 ~W.'A S, E,
6£"\WO GOCTI'""""'"

Monday, December 15, 1969

HAIR DESIGN FOR MEN

j'emale

COMEDY NIGHT!

GWI' $'MIFE

Vol. 73

NEED SHARP HOMEWORKERS who can
think and type, $l.5U Per hour plus
incentives. 296-5982. l2/15

itat£or's 1Ebge

Moving Is Our Only Business
For Free Estimates
Call 255·6364

The ASUNM Film Committee
presents

'f\1aii.E, EWi'«T"

MEXICO

CONSCIENTIOUS student. Short researeh
assignments for writer. P.O. Box; 351,
Grants, New Mexico 87020, 12/15

FOR CHRISTMAS 1962 Fiat 1200 "Spyd~r.'' Great shape. $590. 265-6129, 12/16

Global Van Lines Agent
All Types Moving &: Storage

Tonight, 7 & 10 p.m.

SMoP

INTERESTED in saving nnd muking
moner? Call Gaey GiUespie-243-0995,
1/14

We Do Not Use Nets, Laquers, Sprays,

Pc.~rses
trA.fJP

swu~e u~

NE\N

EMPLOYMENT

FEMALE VOCALIST WANTED. SQul,
Steady job, good ~alary, Call 898-0742.

EICO 40 watt stereo amplifiet•, new
guarantee, $94.00, 255-5211. 12/16

APACA INC.
MOVING & STORAGE

'"BITI. T -s

,.

6)

SCIENTISTS-ENGINEERS: Books from
the JPL Library at Cal Tech, Casa
Gr11nde Boolmtorc, 311Q Edith NE. 12/16

PIANO : used Baldwin Acrosonic; bench;
mal!ogany cabinet; superior tone, 898.:.
3730. 12/16

BLACK PERSIAN LAMB short coat. In
good condition. Inquire at 242-1557.
NEED EX"rRA CHRISTMAS MONEY 7
Sell it in the Lobo Classifled Ads.
ONE

1964 CHEVY CARRYALL, $1000; 1964
Dodge, %. ton pickup, 4 speed, 8 cylin ...
der, $750, 877-3855. 12/16

1965 'l'RIUMPH HAROLD 1200 conver·
tib!e, $800. Call Donna 242-5839, 5·9
p,m, 12/16

FORSALE

LOST & FOUND

3)

Friday, December 1~, 1969

NEW MEXICO LOBO

·~

Five persons, including two UNM students, were arrested by
campus police in the Union early Sunday morning and charged
with criminal trespass and disorderly conduct in connection
with an all-night teach-in sponsored by the New Vietnam
Moratorium Coalition.
Arrested were John P. Lane, 18, and Nancy Adair, 22, both
UNM students, Manuel Wright, 23, a former UNM student, and
two juveniles aged 16 and 17.
The two juveniles were placed in the city's Juvenile
Detention Home and Wright and Lane were released on $125
bond. The jailer at county jail said Miss Adair was still in
custody yesterday afternoon.
Wright, Lane, and Miss Adair were scheduled for arraignment
at 11 a.m. today.
Union director Kirby Krbec said yesterday the five were
arrested after they refused to vacate the Activities Center
(second floor) of the Union when directed to do so early
Sunday.
Krbec said an agreement had been worked out between
members of the New Vietnam Moratorium Coalition and the
Union Board whereby a room 011 the first floor of the Union
was reserved for those wishing to conduct an all night teach-in
in the building.
Krbec said it was understood that teach-in participants
would move into Room 129 after midnight so the building
could be secured.
Krbec said Tony Ohni, student night manager in the Union,
spolte to a group of 75 on the second floor of the Union at
midnight and told the group that Room 129 was open for
their use.
"The group told Olmi they weren't going to leave," Krbec
said.
Krbec said he c.ontacted Vice President for Student . Affairs
Harold Lavender at 2 a.m. at which time it was decided to
call the campus police. Krbec said he informed the group of
the prior agreement and all but five persons either left the
building or moved to Room 129.
·
Krbec said 20 to 30 people remained in Room 129 until 6
Sunday morning.
.
Lavender said he did not know if any disciplinary · action
would be taken against the two students by the University
administration.

A Mexican-American students'
conference on education ended
yesterday at the University with the
creation of a joint council to plan the
next conference.
Student representatives from five of
New Mexico's colleges and universities
attended the conference, which was
originally set up as a discussion of
educational problems facing
Mexican-American students.
The joint council is made up of two
representatives from all colleges and
universities which sent students to the
conference, and from other schools
showing an interest in the council, It
will try to identify problems facing
Mexican-Americans, not just in
education, but in other areas as well.
The problems identified will be used as
discussion topics in the next
conference,
Two Resolutions
The conferenc~ also adopted two
resolutions presented by Ernesto Barela,
the University Physical Plant
representative.
The resolutions were adopted
Saturday morning after a discussion of
the relevance of UNM 's Physical Plant
workers' problems to representatives
from other state schools.
The first resolution states that UNM
is a racist institution because it does
not pay Physical Plant workers a
"living wage," and because the
University turns out teachers dedicated
to "keeping the chicano ignorant."
Second Resolution
The second resolution adopted by
the conference censures UNM President
Ferrel Heady and New Mexico G'>v.
David F. Cargo for not allowing the
Physical Plant workers the right to
collective ·bargaining; .. ·
Ed Benavidez, a University
coordinator for the conference, said the
split caused by the vote "dramatized
the disunity" and "showed a need for
unity" among Mexican-Americans.
Eliezer Risco·Lozoda, chairman of
the La Raza studies dl'partment at the
Fresno, Calif., state college, said
Saturday that Mexican-American
students must not create cliques within
the group, but must work together for
everyone's good.
"Sell·Outs"
Much of the discussion during the
conference centered on what some
members called the "vendidos", or
those Mexican-Americans who "sold
out" to the establishment, and had lost
sight of
the
needs
of
Mexican-Americans in the barrios and
other poverty areas.
A student from the University of
Albu[luerque criticized the conference
for centering only on education, and

not the more broad needs ·•·of
Mexican-Americans, He suggested that
conference representatives "go sit on a
poor neighborhood sidewalk, and see
how it feels to be _poor," He then
walked out of the conference,
Santiago Juarez, from Eastern New
Mexico University, said he was "sick"
of the use of the word vendido in the
conference. He said Mexican-Americans
cannot turn their backs on their people
who hold establishment jobs, but must
give them a chance to prove they have
not sold out. He said many people
working for the establishment who are
Mexican-Americans are working for their
people as well.
Need Support
Victoria Rivera, a UNM
representative, said many
Mexican-Americans within the syl'.t.em
could help chicanos more, but they
need the support of their people.
Several seminars in the conference
discussed only Mexican-Americans in the
educational system, and other groups
discussed all Mexican-American
problems.
One group suggested three goals for
the conference. One was to work on
all problems facing Mexican-Americans,
especially education; the second was to
work to publicize the problems to gain
support for eliminating them, and the
third was to carry out programs
designed to eliminate the problems.
No Action
No action was taken on the
proposals, as more discussions were
started about the purpose of the
conference,
Manuel Delgado, who is trying to
start a nation-wide chicano student
· ·orgatJization:" for the National Student
Association (NSA), said the group
should not try to define chicanismo,
but to work for all problems, He said
one of the things prohibiting the
conference from being effective was the
"in-fighting" at the conference.
Delgado said the groups gathered at
the University had no power because
they have no money, and their main
goal should be to raise money to bring
people from the barrios to educational
centers.
Delgado said if an association was
not started out of the initial
conference, as more Mexican-American
students started to get more involved,
an association would form.
Benavidez said a common consensus
had been reached by the" end of the
conference. He said the "time for
attacking one another . . . and giving
more ammunition to the gringo . . . is
over. Now we can start working V£ith
one another."
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Kiva Session

Over 200 student.s from all over New Mexico attended a
th:roe-duy conference on the Mexican-American and education,

